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} Sharon O. Steele, Esq.
◦ Chair, General Counsel, P.C.

Government Contracts Practice Group
◦ 15+ years of government contracts law

experience
◦ Editor of the Bid Protest Weekly
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} Offices in McLean
} Founded 2004
} Focused on representing businesses and

business owners
} Serve as outside general counsel to small and

medium-sized businesses
} Specialize in providing counsel to business that

provide goods and services to the government
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} Corporate/Tax
} Government Contracts
} Labor and Employment
} Litigation
} Intellectual Property
} Non-Profit
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} Traditional Contracting Arrangements
◦ Teaming Agreements: pre-proposal; bind together the

team that would perform on the government contract
◦ Subcontracts: post-award; links a prime contractor to its

subs; a subcontract is usually based on a Teaming 
Agreement
◦ Strategic Alliances
◦ Joint Ventures

} Small Business Issues
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Pre-bid assembly of a team to perform for the 
government customer
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} A ―  Contractor Team Arrangement(CTA)  as
defined by the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
(FAR Subpart 9.6) occurs when:
◦ A potential prime contractor agrees with one or more

companies to have them act as its subcontractors under a 
specified Government contract or acquisition program;
or
◦ Two or more parties agree to form a new entity such as a

partnership or joint venture to act as a potential prime 
contractor for a specific federal procurement.
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} Provides the government customer with an
integrated plan to deliver products or services to 
the government customer

} Teaming Agreements usually form prior to
submission of proposal, but could form at any 
stage of contracting
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} Teaming Agreements are binding contracts and
can be enforced in court

} Put Teaming Agreements in writing
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} Every Teaming Agreement should contain:
1. traditional contract format and formalities;
2. the purpose of the agreement;
3. whether the agreement is exclusive or non-exclusive
4. the duties of the prime contractor;
5. the duties of the subcontractor;
6. confidential information protection provisions;
7. dispute resolution provisions; and
8. a termination provision.
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} Teaming Agreements are non-exclusive unless otherwise
stated
◦ A subcontractor may enter into agreements with

multiple primes
◦ A prime may enter into agreements with multiple

teams
} Occasionally, Teaming Agreements include exclusivity

provisions such as:
◦ a sub may not participate on more than one team; or
◦ a prime agrees that it will not participate on more than

one team for the procurement.
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} Parties negotiating Teaming Agreements should
protect their proprietary information.

} The parties may enter a nondisclosure agreement
(NDA) while negotiating the Teaming Agreement
and then attach the NDA to the Teaming Agreement.

} The parties may also enter a non-solicitation
agreement to prevent the hiring of their
employees/contractors by their potential teammate.

} Alternatively, the parties may put nondisclosure
and/or non-solicitation provisions directly into the
Teaming Agreement.
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} Dispute resolution provisions

} Termination provisions
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Cyberlock Consulting case
◦ Decided April 3, 2013
◦ District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia
◦ Found a Teaming Agreement unenforceable:
 Subject to future negotiation—‖Agreement to Agree 
 TA would terminate upon failure of negotiations
 TA subject to government approval
 Work allocation subject to change

Lesson:  Teaming agreements must be carefully 
constructed to be enforceable
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} Very specific: work %, scope, location
} No change to SOW without subcontractor

consent
} Sub pricing not changed without sub consent
} Attach a negotiated subcontract
} Designate neutral third party for disputes
} Liquidated damages if no subcontract awarded
} Right to meet the lowest bid from substitute
} Include payment terms
} No T4C unless done by the government
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} Robust notice and cure
} Same contract type as prime
} Inventions belong to inventing company
} Cross indemnification
} Prime ―shall‖ propose sub
} Prime shall award subcontract unless CO

specifically objects
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Establishing a relationship between two or more 
government contractors for multiple opportunities
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} Teaming Agreement is for one opportunity
} Strategic Alliance establishes the relationship

between companies for multiple opportunities
} A strategic alliance may result in many teaming

agreements
} Strategic Alliance is a broad term that includes

many different types of agreements; a Teaming 
Agreement is a specific gov’t contract agreement
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} Increase competitiveness
} Overcoming protectionist barriers—national or

small business related
} Apportion risk
} Divide cost or facilitate investment
} Access to new markets
} Access to intellectual property
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} Establish the purpose—industry, technology,
Customers, etc.

} Establish scope for each Party
} Establish role for each Party—often phased
} Investment required for all Parties
} IP Rights, R&D responsibilities, licensing
} Confidentiality
} Dispute resolution
} Termination
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Setting up a new company to compete for
business
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◦ Multiple award contracts ◦
◦ IDIQ contracts
◦ Extremely broad contract SOWs
◦ Large contract ceilings
◦ Compete for every task order-cost competitive

} Problem:  Only big companies are large enough
and broad enough to compete effectively

} Possible solution:  form a joint venture LLC
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} Joint Venture:
◦ An association formed by two or more companies where

they combine their interests for a specific opportunity, 
with an objective to make a joint profit, for which 
purpose they combine their efforts, property, money, skill 
or knowledge, but not on a continuing or permanent 
basis for conducting business generally.
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} Two types:
◦ Populated
◦ Unpopulated

} Populated JV may be formed in a number of ways:
◦ Partnership
◦ Corporation
◦ LLC
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} Limited Liability Company
} New company, set up
} Owners (shareholders) are called ―Members‖
} Run as a separate company
◦ Own employees
◦ Own systems
◦ May have subcontractors to it

} May access Member resources
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} Why would you form a populated JV as an LLC?
◦ Combine multiple companies for broad capability across

a very broad SOW
◦ Reduce operational risk by combining capabilities
◦ Reduce required capital to each Member
◦ Use past performance of all Member companies
◦ Single purpose company, dedicated to the customer and

this one project
◦ Set up specific and scaled support functions to keep

indirects extremely low
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} Disadvantages:
◦ Lead contractor gives up substantial control
◦ Government may view JV with suspicion—no one in

actual control, limited accountability
◦ No past performance as a company
◦ Members may be difficult or not pay their share
◦ Termination can be difficult
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Defining the relationship between two
government contractors
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} Subcontracts are binding contracts and can be
enforced in court

} Put subcontracts in writing
} Decide which party will draft the subcontract
◦ Usually, the prime contractor makes the first draft
◦ Prime contractor is usually flexible on changes if the

subcontractor explains why the change is necessary
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1. Read the entire contract and make notes on areas that
you don’t understand or don’t believe are appropriate.

2. Have an attorney experienced in federal government
contract law review the subcontract and make 
recommendations on changes or notes on provisions 
that could be problematic, need changing, or are 
missing.

◦ Because the terms of federal government contracts involve very
specific statutes and regulations, a generalist attorney may not 
be able to spot all of the issues with your subcontract.
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3. Discuss with your attorney your notes and
concerns and your attorney’s notes and 
recommendations.

Note: Pay close attention to the difference
between the teaming agreement and the 
subcontract
◦ Generally, the teaming agreement terminates upon

the execution of the subcontract
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} Every subcontract should contain:
1. traditional contract format and formalities;
2. the purpose of the agreement;
3. the type of contract;
4. payment provisions;
5. statement of work;
6. intellectual property ownership provisions;
7. changes provisions;
8. dispute resolution provisions; and
9. termination and default provisions; and
10. option provisions.
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} Fixed Price
} Time and Materials
} Cost Plus
} Indefinite Delivery / Indefinite Quantity

(ID/IQ) that allows the issuance of task orders
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} The subcontract should specify exactly
when the subcontractor gets paid

} Types of payment clauses:
◦ Net 30 or net 45 (not common on federal

government contracts, except with the very
largest primes)
◦ Pay-when-paid (most common)

 Pay-when-paid clause should include specific time
for payment, such as ―within 10 days of the prime’s
receiving payment from the Government for the
subcontractor’s work‖
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} Is the scope of work or statement of work
clearly identified and agreeable to both 
parties?

} Is the scope of work clear enough to be
followed and/or enforced?
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} Intellectual property rights provisions govern who owns
intellectual property generated under a federal 
government contract
◦ Prime contracts typically require that the government

own all intellectual property generated under that 
contract
 The prime contractor typically wants to make this a flow-

through provision because it will be in breach of the prime 
contract if it does not deliver all intellectual property rights 
to the government

 The subcontractor typically wants to retain ownership of
intellectual property it generates
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} Provisions in a subcontract are known as
―flow-down‖ provisions if they impose the 
same duties on the subcontractor that the 
government imposed on the prime 
contractor in the prime contract
} Provisions do not automatically flow

down—the parties must agree to include 
them in the subcontract
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} Federal law mandates that prime contractors put certain flow-down
provisions in subcontracts of a particular value or duration
◦ Contract Cost and Accounting clauses such as the Audit clause

• (FAR 52.215-2)
◦ Labor clauses such as Equal Employment Opportunity clause

• (FAR 52.222-26)
◦ Ethics clauses such as the Contractor Code of Business Ethics

• (FAR 52.203-13)
◦ Certain data rights clauses

} Though these are mandatory clauses, they do not relate directly to
the subcontractor’s performance
◦ A subcontract is enforceable even if it omits a mandatory flow-

down
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} Why not flow-down all the prime’s clauses?
◦ It runs the risk of creating significant internal conflicts

and/or rendering the subcontract incoherent.
◦ It could give the subcontractor rights that they should

not have or you don’t want them to have (e.g., 
limitation on subcontracting, unaltered disputes clause, 
payments clause, and others).
◦ No reasonable subcontractor would/should accept it.
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} The flow-down provisions most important
to prime contractors are not mandatory:
◦ Changes
◦ Disputes
◦ Termination
◦ Options
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} Changes provisions govern how the other terms of the subcontract
may be modified

} The prime contract may be modified unilaterally by the government,
within the general scope of work
◦ The Commercial Item/Services Clause is an exception

} The prime contractor typically wants this to be a flow-through
provision so it can pass the government’s changes in the prime 
contract through to the subcontractors
◦ If the subcontractors don’t perform on the changed requirements,

then the prime contractor is in breach of its contract with the 
government

} The subcontractor typically wants to require mutual agreement for
any changes so it can prevent negative changes to the subcontract
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} Dispute resolution provisions govern how any
dispute arising under the contract will be
resolved by the parties

} The prime contract requires that, if the prime
becomes involved in a conflict with the
government:
◦ the prime must follow specific procedures; and
◦ the prime must continue to perform on the

contract.
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} The prime contractor typically wants to include the flow-
down provisions to avoid its own breach of the prime 
contract if:
◦ the subcontractor does not cooperate with the required

dispute resolution procedures if it is involved in a 
dispute with the government; or

◦ the subcontractor stops performing on the contract
because of a dispute with the government or the prime 
contractor.

} The subcontractor ideally wants the option to stop
performing in the face of a dispute.
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} The subcontract should also include
procedures for resolving a dispute between 
the prime and the subcontractor that does 
not involve the government.
◦ Specify litigation or arbitration.
◦ Because of this requirement, the dispute

resolution provisions cannot flow-down 
unmodified to the subcontract.
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} The prime contract generally permits the
government to terminate the prime
contract unilaterally, in whole or in part.
◦ ―Termination for convenience‖ is a unique right

in the contracting world.
} The prime contract also permits the

government to terminate the prime
contract for default
◦ Generally the prime contractor has an

opportunity to cure the alleged default.
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} Termination provisions in the Subcontract
govern how and when the it may be terminated.

} The prime contractor typically wants to flow-
down the termination for convenience and 
default provisions to the subcontract to:
◦  avoid paying the subcontractor for work

on a terminated contract; and
◦ require the subcontractor to cooperate in

the remedy of any alleged default.
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} The prime contractor also typically wants
the subcontract to prohibit the 
subcontractor from recovering damages for 
termination unless the prime contractor 
has received a termination settlement or 
litigation award.

} The subcontractor ideally wants the option
to get paid regardless of the status of the 
prime contract.
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} As a practical matter, the subcontractor
should not allow the prime contractor to 
have discretion to impose a termination for 
convenience unless the government has 
imposed it on the prime contractor.
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} Option provisions govern whether the contract
term is extended for an additional period

} Prime contracts typically are for one year with
four option years

} The prime contractor typically does not want to
make this a flow-through provisions because it
wants the ability to switch subcontractors each
year

} The subcontractor typically wants this to be a
flow-through provision because it wants to stay
on the project for the length of the prime contract
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} Other possible/recommended flow-down
provisions:
◦ Classified information and/or security

requirements;
◦ Cost and pricing data requirements (TINA)
◦ Delay (especially in a construction contract)
◦ Most favored customer clause (in a MAS

Schedule subcontract)
◦ Organizational Conflicts of Interest
◦ Limitation of Funds/Limitation of Costs
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} Understand your obligations under the
subcontract
◦ Prime must also understand obligations of prime

contract
} Rely on a knowledgeable, trusted advisor who

can help you construct your subcontract
} Be prepared for well thought-out arguments for

the clauses you want, and do not want, in your 
subcontract
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Teaming Agreement, Joint Venture, and
Subcontract issues specific to small businesses
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} General Small Business set-aside
◦ Must be small under the applicable size

standard
 This applies for all small business set-asides
◦ Small is determined for each procurement by

the applicable NAICS code
 Either revenue or employee based
 e.g., Revenue: Janitorial Services (561720) à

$16.5M
 e.g., Emp’ee: Commercial Printing (323111) à 500

emp’ees
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} 8(a) Small Disadvantaged Business Program
◦ Business must be certified as an 8(a) by the SBA
 Based upon individual owner’s status
◦ Individual applying for 8(a) status must be:
 Socially disadvantaged,
 Racial, ethnic, or cultural bias

 Economically disadvantaged, and
 Net worth < $250K, <$750K to continue 

 Unconditionally own and control the concern
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} HUBZone small businesses
◦ SBA has designated Historically Underutilized

Business Zones
◦ Must be certified as a HUBZone SB by the SBA
 Principal office must be located within HUBZone 
 35% of employees must reside within HUBZone
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} SDVOSBs and VOSBs
◦ SBA allows Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned small

businesses to self certify
 Must be owned (51%) and controlled by service-

disabled veteran(s)
◦ For VA procurements, must be certified by the VA
 Vendor Information Pages – VA VOSB database 
 VA gives first priority to SDVOSBs, then to VOSBs
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} WOSBs and EDWOSBs
◦ SBA has designated certain industries

underrepresented by women-owned SBs
◦ WOSB - Must be owned (51%) and controlled by one or

more women
◦ EDWOSB – Must be owned (51%) and controlled by

one or more economically disadvantaged women
 Personal net worth < $750K
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} Recent Federal case in VA – Cyberlock
Consulting, Inc. v. Information Experts, 
Inc.
◦ Standard language often found in teaming

agreements may not hold up
◦ Particularly important for small businesses to

ensure your teaming agreement is enforceable 
before you sign it
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} Small businesses are exempted from affiliation
rules à as long as all parties to the JV are small

} JVs can only receive up to 3 contracts w/in 2 yrs
◦ Starts on the date of the first contract award

} Same companies can enter into additional JVs
◦ But, continued JVs may lead to finding of affiliation
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} Must be approved by the SBA
◦ Approval cannot be protested
◦ JV agreement must contain certain provisions

} 8(a) JV may contain non 8(a) companies and
compete for 8(a) set-asides
◦ All parties to the JV must be small
◦ One 8(a) JV member must be really small
 Half of the size standard of the procurement
◦ Size of Contract must exceed half size standard
 Or > $10 million for employee based size standards
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} The 8(a) JV must controlled by an 8(a)
◦ If the JV is a separate legal entity, must be

owned (51%) by an 8(a)
} 8(a) members of the JV must perform at

least 40% of the work performed by the JV
◦ But, JV only need perform at least 50% of the

work on an 8(a) contract (except construction)
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} Does not need to be approved by SBA
} JV can submit proposal on HUBZone set-aside:
◦ As long as all parties to the JV are HUBZone SBs,
◦ Each party to the JV is small under the applicable size

standard,
◦ The contract exceeds half the size standard (or is

greater than $10M for employee based), and
◦ The JV will perform at least 50% of the work (except

construction contracts)
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} JV may submit offer on WOSB or EDWOSB set-
aside, and may include non-WOSBs, as long as:
◦ Either the JV as a whole is small under applicable size

standard
 or each member of the JV is small and size of

contract exceeds half size standard (or $10M)
◦ WOSB is designated in CCR (SAM)
◦ WOSB will be managing member of JV and receive at

least 51% of profits
◦ JV will perform at least 50% (except construction)
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} JV may submit offer on Non-VA SDVOSB set-
aside, and may include non-SDVOs, as long as:
◦ Either the JV as a whole is small under applicable size

standard
 or each member of the JV is small and size of

contract exceeds half size standard (or $10M)
◦ SDVOSB will be managing member of JV and receive

at least 51% of profits
◦ JV will perform at least 50% (except construction)
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} The JV must be separately verified by the
VA
} The JV must meet SBA’s SDVOSB JV

requirements from previous slide, and:
 JV must be a separate legal entity
 One of the JV entities must be a certified

SDVOSB
 JV must be controlled by SDVOSB or VOSB 
 SDVOSB or VOSB must receive at least 51%

of profits
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} The 2013 National Defense Authorization Act
made changes to the Small Business Act
◦ ―Similarly Situated Entity‖ now covers all small

business types
 Exception to 50% performance requirement if

subcontract with another similarly situated entity
 Previously, only applied to HUBZone and SDVO SBs

◦ SB under set-aside contract can only subcontract up to
50% of amount paid under prime contract
 Previously went according to cost of performance
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} NDAA defined penalties for failure to meet
limitations on subcontracting requirement
◦ In addition to possible suspension and debarment,

violations shall result in a fine of the greater of:
 $500,000, or
 The excess amount expended on subcontractors

} While these new provisions became effective in
January, they have not yet been implemented 
into the FAR or SBA regulations
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Sharon O. Steele
ssteele@gcpc.com
Phone: 703-226-2719
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